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PROCEEDINGS OF A 1A)'ORKSHOP ON THE
PREPARATION OF PERSONNEL IN EDUCATION
OF BILINGUAL HEARING-IMPAIRED
CHILDREN, AGES 0-4
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PREFACE

This workshop evolved froriT the concerns of teacher educa-
tors and teachers of hearing-impaired children from Mexican-
American backgrounds. These concerns center around the fact
that the4anguage in the homes-of these children is Spanish,
and the language of the classroom is English ; the children tend
to enter school programs at six to ten years of age rather than
at a preschool age. In addition, the hearing impairment is often
not identified or evaluated, and appropriate amplificatio,n often
has not been provided. Thus, the handicap imposed by the hear-
ing impairment is compounded by late entry into educational
programs and the bilingual bicultural background.

In an effort to ameliorate these problems, a proposal to de-
velop a program to prepare personnel to intervene in these
children's lives at a very early age was submitted to the Divi-
sion of Training Programs, Bureau of Education for the_Handi-
capped, Office of Education, by Trinity University in April,
1971. In order to 'examine all the parameters involved in such
early 'intervention, the Bureau sponsored this workshop, re-
alizing that personnel other than teachers could be effective
interveners: for examt?ele, social workers, visiting nurses, phy-
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sicians, teacher aides, community aides, etc. It should be em-
phasized that the primary concern of the-VVOrkshop.gwas the
preparation of various types of personnel, not curricula or
methodologies appropriate to the target population.

The purpose of this workshop was to delineate the considera-
tions which must be incorporated in order to prepare personnel
who can effectively intervene in the development' and education
of the 0-4 year-old child with diagnosed hearing impairment to
a sufficient .siegfee to interfere with normal development of
language and cognitive processing. The primary concern was
those problems imposed on the child in terms of development
of cognition and language due to the interaction between im-
pairment of hearing and bilingualism/biculturalism.

The participants in this workshop represented one or more
parameters involved in the growth and, development of young
children: psychology, linguistics, medicine, speech pathology
and audiology, education, and .education of the hearing-im-
paired. They were nominated by a planning committee which
met at Trinity University, May 17-18, 1972, to lay the ground-
work for the workshop. It was the intention of the planning
committee that the statement of topics for discussion which
were developed by this committee would be as open-ended as
possible, with the hope that the input of the participants would
be maximal. The editors have adhered to the outline format of
the workshop in an effort to preserve the consensus of the
groups and to facilitate the extraction of salient points. The
chapter introductions, summaries, and conclusion are editorial
additions.
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WORKSHOP FORMAT AM/OUTLINE

The topics for discussion were divided into five major con-
cerns. Four of the five main topics were divided into five sub-
topics, and each subtopic was investigated by a group of six
participants. The fifth main topic was examined by all par-
ticipants in the small groups. The membership of each, group
was composed of representatives from all the disciplines, so
far as was possible. These proceedings represent the findings
of these subgroups in a distilled form. The last main topic is
a compilation' of the reports from all the groups.

TOPIC IDefine the Areas of Knowledge Requisite to Effec-
tive Intervention for the Preparation of Personnel.

1. How the hearing-impaired child from the bilingual/bi-
cttlt ural background establishes communication with his
environment.

2. Effect of bilingual /bicultural environment on cognition,
(sensory-motOr processing) in the hearing7impaired in-
fant.

3., The interrelationship of cognitive processing ,with the
social, emotional, and motor development of the 'hearing-
impaired child in a bilingual/bicultural environment.

4. The effect of bilinguarbicultural environment coMbined
with hearing impairment on the pacing of the develop-
mental sequence with reference to critical periods for
acquisition.

5. The effect on the bilingual/bicultural family of the prob-
lems imposed by the child with hearing impairment.

TOPIC IIDefine the Roles of the Interveners Including.
Tasks and Preparation.

1. Family constellation as interveners (areas of interven-
tion).

2. The initial informant: the professional representative of
the diagnostic agency who defines the problem in the
initial discussion with the parents.

3. Representatives of referral resources and supportive serv-
/
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TOPIC ///Formulate Broad Principles for the velopment
of Preparation Programs (Essential Areas ot Guidelines,
Not Programs), Meeting the Needs for Personnel as Defined
in \II. ,. ?.......

1. Responsiveness to demand. Program developers will need
to meet the demand for preparation of new types of per-
sonnel as, identified in II.

. Programknatic requirements. Define additional skills, corn-
etencies, and knowledges needed by personnel to serve

bilingual/bicultural hearing-impaired children and their
families.

3. The interfacing of new personnel preparation programs
with existing ones. .

4. Integration of, preparation programs with the existing.
community resources: inclusion- of person 1 ext6nal to
educational agencies preparing personnel, health and
social services, schOols, welfare, community agencies, etc.

5. Responsivenesvf preparation programs to new program
concepts and current researchindings (advisory corn-

),.. mittees, on -going valuation, etc.). -

T6P/C. IVSpecify Areas for Evaluation (Personnel Prep-' aration Programs and Service Programs).

1, Preparation iirogranP (higher education) d&-ievidenced by
the performance and attitudes of the intervener.

2. Alternative programs (non-university/college) for the
preparation of personnel including specific parameters of

;these programs.
.

3. Interaction of intervener with family constellation.
4. Longitudinal assesXmV of developmental sequence in

children served by th ersonnel prepared by programs.

ices (health and social services, community agencies, wel-
fare, schools, etc.).

4. Home teaching personnel (continuing and longitudinal
guidance and direct educational services).

5. Longitudinal assessor (interrelationship' of internal and
external assessment on a Continuum).

7
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5. Impact of preparatio programs on community (includ-
ing the community' acceptance of responsibility for pro-

, grams).

TOPIC VDelineate Implications for Change.

1. Interdisciplinary approaches
2. Administration
3. Legislative needs
4. Funding
5. Advisory committees and cooperative councils
6. Research '
7. Schema for programs,

.."
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TOPIC I

DEFINE THE AREAS OF KNOWLEDGE REQUISITE
TO EFFECTIVE INTERVENTION FOR
PREPARATION OF PERSONNEL. ,

The purpose of these definitions is to deteiinine the know1-1,
edges, understandings, and competencies heeded by the inter-
veners in order to intervene effectively.

In this section, the participants were to define and delineate
the areas of knowledge requisite to effective intervention for
thepreparation of personnel who would be working with the
young bilingual, bicultural hearing-impaired children. Problems
tiiiegit4 child faces in establishing communication with his en-
vironment were to be explored. Difficulties in establishing cog-
nitive skills were also to be examined in light of the bilingual/
bicultural environment. The interrelatedness of a bilingual/
bicultural environment and hearing impairment was to be ex-
amined to determine its effect on the child's developmental
growth and family interaction.
1. How the hearintlimpaired child from the bilinzual/bicul-

V,
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tural background establishes. communication with his en-
vironment.

The participa s agreed with the -basic philosophy that
the nature of in llectual, linguistic, and social development
presupposes a complex interaction between'the child and
his environment. The ability okthe child to act on and ty
receive feedback from his environment is of equal impoil-
tance to the input he receives from others. Therefore, the
child must be given skills to express effectively his needs ,

and wants in an understandable manner to people in his.:
environment.

Interveners must appreciate the fact that a child develops
skills that enable him to accommodate and master his en-
vironment and that these skills will be extinguished if they
are not reinforced. For example, very practical suggestions
to the parents for responding to the child's output can facili-
tate the development of oral or other verbal expressive
skills.
. It should be emphasized that communication per se is
not an end in itself; it is a means by which lie child is able
to establish contact with, his environment and reach his
potential. Individuals working with hearing-impaired chil-
dren must constantly search for that elusiil trigger by
which the child develops his language at the 'earliest pos-
sible period and comes to assume some measure of cgntrol
over his environment. In addition to the parents' very real
need to have means available for controlling the behavior
of the child, they should have meats. also .by which they
can effectively express positive aspects of affect and stimu-
late intellectual development.

2: Effect of bilingual/bicultural environment on cognition
(sensory-motor processing) in the hearing-impaired infant.

In considering development of these hearing-impaired
infants, that is, those funCtionally impaired in the develop-
ment of communication through normal channels,. the par-
ticipants emphasiFed the importance of understanding
developmental sequnces, the4ir invariance, and the expected

10
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variations in rate. Thus, it seemed necessary that emphasis
be giver; to understanding noriial development of cognition
and its critical antecedents and the onset of language. In
conjunction with an understanding of early cognitive de-
velopment, it will be necessary to examine the effects of
cultural variations on the rate and content of development.

The participants recognized that, as a result of cultural
variations, there would be concomitant variations in parent
expectations and in the types of behaviors they reinforced.
Clearly this implies, an understanding of the culture, its
history, current attitudes, and the perceptions of the peo-
ples' needs and exPectancies fox their children.

3. The interrelationsIpp of cognitiN,;e1" processing with'the so-
cial, an motor development of the hearing-im-
paired child in a 11ilingual/bicultural environme t.

Significant Issues I

(1) With the heaiing child, cognitive processing develops
from family interaction.

(2) Acquisition of concepts related to hearing impairment
as a function qf: .

a. Degree of impairment.
b. Nature of impairment.
c. Age of onset.
d. Age at which remediation, habilitation were initi-

ated.
e. Nature of habilitative program.

Environment may be monolingual (other than. Eng-
lish), or bilingual (may be bilingual only in specified
situations or wi,31 specified individuals), or may be
complicated even further by additional codes of lan-
guage of signs, or may be limited only to language of
signs.

a. Cognitive stimulation (perceptual - conceptual)'
may be tied to quality and quantity of Ituguistic
choice and selection of communication mode as a
function of familial preference.

b. Prestige factors related to community and fa-
,

(3)
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milial attitudes toward minority and majority
languages and the roles cultures may dictate..

c. The attitude of the family and subject to each
language and culture, and if may lie basic to. the
choice of the family and influenced by the' atti-
tude of the majority culture toward the minority
culture.

(41 Availability of broad -based experience within, family
and community which provides adequate stimulation
level for conceptualization, growth, and development.

( ) Option for each child and family :
a. Monolingual
b. 43ilingualselectiire use or general use.
c: Monolingual startbilingual t'r'ansfer.

6) Choice may vary according to:
a. Degree and kind -a-hearing impairment:
b. Prelingual or postlingual hearing loss.
c. Parental and child's attitudes toward each Ian-

guage and culture.
d. Similarity or differences between languages.
e. Community pressures to conform to a particular

. model.
(7) Increase in feedback from child to encourage, familial

interaction.

4. The effect. of bilingual/bicultural environment combined
with hearing jmpairrnent on the pacing of the development.'
al sequence with reference to critical periods for acquisition,

(1) Alterations in the pace,' content, and ordering of con-
cepts as a result of lang age differences should be
anticipated. -

(2) There are predictable and iOntifiable stages in the
typical developmental prbcess in the age period from
0-4; e.g., undifferentiated cry, differentiated cry (pain,
hunger, boredom), babbling (undifferentiated sounds),
babbling (differentiated sounds), manipulation of
symbol system, etc."-

I
The combination of the hearing impairment, high

12
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incidence of poverty, and Spanish language in the Eng-
lish-speaking community can impact significantly on
the ckild's developmental sequence. Four specific effects
may be predicted from the above combination:
. a. Greatly diminished language, cognitive, and social

development will occur in cases of severe hearing
impairment if other cultural factors (e.g., eco-
nomic, educational) are not actively dealt with
over time.

b. The child with help (intervention) will go through
the typical developmental phases, init there will be
some differences in his achievements.

c. The pace of the child's progress through the de-
velopmental phases with intervention can be pre-
dicted as being slower than that of the nonhear-
ing-impaired child.

d. The child's pace through the developmental
phases is going to be directly related to the quality
bf the intervention provided, but such intervention
may not be totally corrective. Familial and other
social factors may be as si ificant as interven-
tion in developmental pro ess.

5. The effect on the bilingual, bicultural family of the problems
imposed by the child with hearing impairment.

The nature of the accommodation required of the bilingual,'
bicultural family to the problems of the hearing-iinpaired
child.

The effect of the problems of the hearing-impaired child
on the bilingual/bicultural family are not knOwli. There is
need to investigate this effect., in the Mexican-American
culture irk general and in each Mexican-American family
in particular. In order to study these areas, tlie intervener
should have the following abilities :

A. Competencies in:
(1) Techniques and strategies for investigating cul-

tural differences.

13



(2) The techniques and strategies for obtaining in-
formation from the family.

(3) Observing home situations and interactions to
determine the react4on of the family to the child
with impaired hearing.

(4) Techniques and strategies for teaching mothers
to train their children.

(5) The language of the target population.
B. General background in :

(1) The culture (religious/social/language) of the
Mexican-American family and how it differs from
other cultures with respect to:

a. Values regarding education.
b. Cohesiveness of the family and concepts re-

garding the family (e.g., protectiveness).
c. Relation of handicapping problem to reli-

gious beliefs.
d. Effects of birth order and family size on

the hearing-impaired child's development ;
the effect of many siblings.

e. Matters of child-rearing of the nonhandi-
capped child.

(2) Normal language development: the effects of
hearing impairment in a monolingual family, and
the effects of bilingualism on the language de-
velopment of the nonhearing-impaired child..

C. Specific knowledge of:
(1) Conditions that need to be evaluated in the home

relating to the hearing- impaired child:
a. The predominant language used in the

home; the specific language used by the
various family members; the langtfgge(s)
spoken to the hearing-impaired child.

b. The quality and kinds of perceptual motor,
social. emotional. and other experiences.
that have been provided in the home to the
hearing - impaired child.

14
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c. The interactions among family members
with the, hearing-impaired child.

d. The opportunities for socialization of the
hearing-impaired child.

e. The effeCts of other hearing-impaired fam-
ily members of the family constellation.

(2) Education and social status of the family.

SUMMARY

In this first topic the participants attempted to define and
delineate the areas where the hearing-impaired child in this
bilingual,'bicultural setting presents serious problems. One of
the principal areas identified was communication. As the child
first attempts to establish communication with his'environ-
ment, his efforts must be reinforced so that he will develop
the skills necessary tomake satisfactory contact. But as he
makes continued contacts with the environment in an effort
to control it, the parents are in need of means of controlling
the behavior of the chircl.--Great skill is required in discerning
the responses that should be reinforced, and parents should

, be encouraged to promote the affective aspects of development.
Another problem area discussed was development. Both the

hearing impairment and the bilingual; bicultural environment
were judged as influencing the cognitive development of these

Parents' goals and expectations were considered to
be the prime consideration in providing remedial services. Is-
sues influencing unitive processing and its relationship to
social, emotional, and motor dev,elopment were identified: the
nature of the hearing impairment, its onset, its severity, the
choice of language or languages of the home, the reasons for
this, choice, and the amount of cognitively stimulating experi-
ences available within the environment. Variations from the
doMinant culture in pace, content, and ordering of cognitive
development should be anticipated. These variations can be
attributed to bilingualism biculturalism, hearing impairment,
and the high incidence of poverty The child will probably go
through the same developmental stakes; but the progress may
be slower, and the content may be greatly diminished. Depend-

15
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ing upon the quality .of the intervention program, this rate
can be accelerated to a, lesser or greater extent.

The effect of the hearing-impaired child on the bilingual/
bicultural family is not known, but personnel intending to pro-
vide services must have a general background in the Mexican-
American culture and normal language development, specific
knowledge of conditions in the home and the education and
social status of the family, and competencies in investigative
techniques, teaching, and the language of the culture.

J
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TOPIC II

DEFINE THE ROLES OF THE INTERVENER
INCLUDING TASKS AND PREPARATION.

The responsibilities and level of preparation,desired for the
interveners were discussed in this section. Problems inherent

the initial identifipation of young hearing-impaired children
were to be examined ip relation to the individual making this
identification. The professional preparation desired of the in-
itial informant, as well as that expected of all personnel inter-
vening with the child and his family, was to be listed. Means
of assessing the effectiveness of the intervention program on
a longitUdinal basis were to be presented.

1. Family constellation as interveners,(areas of intervention).,
Primary emphasis was placed on the mother or mother

figure as the key member in the family constellation. Tasks
and competencies were limited to the headings of mother
as identifier, coordiriator, interpreter, and evaluator. Other
maternal tasks common to the needs of all 0-4 year-old chil-
dren were assumed to be Met and outside of the specific

17
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role definition as it applies to language and cognitive de-./
velopment.

The assumption was made that parents need assistance,
guidance, and education in becoming effective interveners
for the 0-4 year old hearing-impaired bilingual/bicultural
child.

SpeCific parent training and information programs might
need to be developed to meet specific needs. Parent involve-
ment, in sueh program development is of paramount im-
portance. ,

It is recommended that preparation programs geared to
family members be spearheaded by. one individual with the
support of the multiple ProfeSsionals who will provide serv-
ices for the family. It is unreasonable to expose parents to
conflicting theories, solutions, and programs.

Parent programs need to provide practical, useful solu-
tions and services as well as general information. Parents,
as well as the child, need to be reinforced in their program
efforts.

These programs need to be easily accessible and adaptable
to parent and family schedules. They need to be designed to
the level of appeal, understanding, and acceptance of the
intended parent audience.
A. The "Mother" as identifier needs the following com-

petencies:
(1) The ability to carry ott testing procedures in

ordr to determine, presence of .a gross hearing
problem.

(2) Alertness to deviations from normal hearing be-
. havior.

(3) Selection of some type of referral assistance for
help beyond her capabilities.,

B. The "Mother" as coordinator needs. to be :
(1) Able and willing to coordinate out-o -home with

in-home programs. This includes p dgrams of- 'I the following:
a". Medical

-,. 1. Diagnostic

18
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2. Propbylactic
3. Therapeutic

b. Educational
c. Religious
d. Recreational
e. Social

(2) Able to organize and encourage family partici-
pation in specific child stimulation activities.

C. The "Mother" as interpreter Must be able to:
(1) Interpret the nature of the handicap to Appro-

priate general public, family, interveners, and the
child.

42) Must be able and willing also to interpret the
child's developmental status and limitations when
and, if such interpretation is beneficial to the
,child's development, adjustment, and acceptance.

D. The "Mother" as evaluator will have to:
(1) Judge the child's developmental status and prog-

ress within specific Programs.
'(2) Evialuate the child's fulfillment of parental, pro-

feisionali and own personal expectations.
(3) Evaluate appropriateness of new learning oppor-

tunities.
(4) Identify and evaluate potential damaging in-

fluences to the child's psychic, physical, and
social well-being.

(5) Evaluate possible impact of interveners and their
programs on the chilcrand family.

Other members of the family constellation have im-
portant roles. The special importance of the father role
is fully recognized. Mexican-American families have a
strong orientation to a patriarchal society from an authori-
tative standpoint. The participants felt that the father
needs to identify with all roles listed for the mother, In-
volvement of the father as an active participant in each
of these roles is desirable. The extent of daily involvement
needs to be in balance with that of the mother, other mem-
bers of the family, and other interveners.

1
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atives of several generations, such as grandparents, spinster /
Mexican-American families frequently have represent- / / I '

.

aunts, brothers, and sisters. The relatiOnship of family/
members serves as a model to the 'specific child; the role
of these family members in the home program for he

. L
hearing-impaired child will vary with each family, be ey
rogram initiators 'or reinforcers.

e initial informant : the professional represent we of
the diagnostic agency who define4tthe problem in t e initial

Idiscussion with the parents. 4-

The definition of the Problem of hearing m airment to
the family of the child is the beginning of a lo association
between specialists and the family. 'Tiler ore, `the im-
portance of the tplationahip that iS establis d by the initial
informant with the family cannot be and -restimated.,, The
initial interview may take more than one isit and will vary
with the needs 'of each family.

The components of thiS aspect of tie total program are
threefold. The first concern is:
A. The tasks or purposes ckcthe in Jai interview

are
. (1) To communicate to the 'parents the effects of '

hearing impairment-6n the child:
(2) To describe the nee q of the child and tq dbscribe

the home environment appropriate to satisfying
'these needs.

(3) To describe the possible education goad expecta-
tions for the cliild with impaired hearing.

(4) To communicate to the parents the importance
of participating with specialists in following rec-
Ommendations.

(5) To provide understanding and empathy with the
parents as they accept the problem. ''.

B. The second aspect ctmtns the methods for accomplish-
ing the purpose. Some suggestions are:

(1) To provide opportunities for the parents to com-
municate with parents of children who have sim;
ilar and other handicaps.



(2) To give parents the opportunity to observe the
diagnostic process in order to provide them with
insight into the nature of the proble

(3) To provide opportunities for parents to visit re-
habilitation agencies.

(4) To utilize a person the family trusts for helping-
them understand and accept the problem.

(5) To coordinate activities with other agencies and
professtinal persons.

(6) To utilize visual aids' films, materials, etc.)
where appropriate.

C. The necessary preparation of the initial inform'ant
would require:

(1) Personal qualities and background:
a. To be a speaker of-the native language of

the parents and, if possible, to be of the
51

same ethnic origin.
b. To possess sensitivity and compassion for

the problem of the family of the hearing-
impaired child.

c. To leave the skills for handling the emo-
tional impact (feelings of guilt, trauma,
helplessness) of the diagnosis on the parent.

(2) Academic qualifications:

""rQr
t. a. No specific professional area is preferred.

This may vary from, agency to agency.
b. To have knowledge of hearing impairment,

the needs of the hearing. impaired, the edu--
cational processes involved in rehabilitation.

.(11,0,ther areas of competence:
- qt404V

a. Knowledge of community resourgs, agen-
. cies, and schools.
b. Knowledge of ,financial assistance available

Se for families.
3. Representatives of referral resources and supportive ser-

vices (health and social services, community agencies, wel-
fare, Schools, ete.).

The participants felt that was*difficult, if not impos-t \
.21



.sible, at the present time to define the roles of the inter-
veners adequately. Because of the uncertainty of the type
of input to be made by various Professionalsideal-ing with
the hearing-impaired child and-Iiis.family, it was felt that
any arbitrary attempt to define these roles for number
of professionals would be unsuccessful and inappropriate:

At present, the potential for overlap, confusion of roles,
and conflict is tremendous. Definition of roles would depend
to a great extent on the individual community resources and
would vary greatly from community to community.

The definition of roles of interveners has to be at least
partially determined by representatives of the agencies or
professions themselves. Although each profession may
perform a specific function, it. should also have a voice in
the development of services for the child across the spec-
trum from' identification to assessment to intervention.

Possible roles and tasks:
(1) Parent-child 'advocacy.
(2) Parent educatiqn and the reverselearning to

utilize the parent as the educator of the inter-
vener.

(3) Needs assessment of the community.
(4) Provision of environmental \support for develop:

ment of cognition, communication, etc.
(5) Education for use of amplification equipment.
(6) Infant education and peer education.
(7) Public information and case finding via television

and other Mass media.
(8) Interface with deaf members of the community.
'(9) Dissemination of public health information for

prevention of diseases and conditions which pre-
' cipitate hearing loss to churches and their or-

ganizations, neighborhood leaders, civic and social
groups, midwives, etc.

(14) Development of information on program "ac-
countability" for leverage in obtaining financial
and other support for programs.

22



4. Home teaching pers nnel (continuing mid longitudinal guid-
ance, and direct ed cational services).

The discussion as predicated on the assumption that
stress should be pl on the process of intervention rather

.{-"Ths than on the intervener s a person. Regardless of who does
the intervention, the family at all times has the right to

\ control the intervention strategy. Decisions about the child
Sh9uld be made by the family, guided by person or persons
qualified to assist in decision-making.

Qualifications, both innate and acquired:'
A. Innate characteristics necessary to work within the

framework °Nitre- process are several, and they can be
viewed as criteria in the initial selection of personnel. 1

(1) Person needs to be mature and without person-
ality deviations which limit fectivenesak

(2) He 'should have creditabilit within the commu-
nity and, in most cases, shoul from the culture
itself.

A

(3) He musj,,be familiar with the customs, values, and
mores of thp community which he is to serve.

(4) He must be fluent in the languages of the com-
munity.

(5) He must have respect for the individuals he
servnd, at all times, demonstrate observance
of aide of ethics which dictates the ability to
handle confidential information professionally.
This is considered essential to the continuation of
a productive working relationship.

(6) He needs to be adaptable and able to function in
k a variety of settings as an active member of a

team.
(7) He may be in a position of defending the family

against change and, hence, must be able to decide
whirl to hold a position.

(8) His role may be that of an ombudsman in aiding
the family in coping with bureaucratic red tape.

23
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This require a nonadversive posture with par- ,

ticular

B. Acquired characteristicsthe
the family needs

(1) Fundatherital
(2) Language
(3) Heari

a.
b,

c.

skill in negotiation.

person who interacts with
to .be' knowledgeable in certain areas:

principles of child development.
development.

g. ,

is role in lanSguage acquisition.
he effect of hearing loss,
pre- and-post-lingual acquisition.

Nature orhearing losses and remediationis'
if any. ..)

I

40

I. 1. Medical V
ew 2. Acoustic (hearing-aid care. and use)

(4) Environmental influences upon development: so-
cial, linguistic, cognitive, etc.. --

(5) Strategies appoitiate to effect Change within
environment.

(6) Since he must "tune in" to parent, child, and
community, he needs darable listening tech-
niques.

_ (7) Interrelating is his task, hence, interaction is a
skill he needs He needs to act as an intermediary
for an agency effecting change and, therefore,
skill in this capacity is desirable.

, (8) Needs t9 be competent in setting realistic behav-
ioral objectives, means of achieving them, and:-
techniques for evaluating outcomes.

(9) Needs to communicate with the deaf of the com-
munity and to be accepted by them, e.g., adults,
deaf parents, etc. ..

, (10) Should be able to handle group discussions and
use creditable counselling techniques with some
acquaintance with social work discipline.

(11) Should be cognizant of roles of health, social, and
other, agencies with the ability to seek appropri-
ate help when and where needed.

%-.-

I
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Patterns for intervention:
A. Alternative routes for intervention have developed with-

in this country and Europe. However, the nature of the
intervention will in a large part be a decision and a
function of the sponsoring agency.

(1) Professionals, especially - teachers of the deaf, are
the modelskubually in programs associated with
hearing impaired.

(2) Paraprofessionals are the models frequently in
bilingual /bicultural intervention programs.

(3) Volunteers, while not a model, are sometimes used
in agencies to carry on the task of prevention and
amelioration of problems, e.g., HeadStart, Honie
Start, etc.

B. Professional models:
(1) Teacher of the deaf.

a. Tutorial in: clinical setting, home demon-s,
stration center, child's home, school setting.

b. Teacher: counselor model in above settings.
Person originally a teacher who has re-
ceived additibnal education in social work
discipline.

(2) Social worker in above settings.
(3) Audiologists usually in clinical settings.

C. Paraprofessional models':
'(1) Working as an exten4n of the teacher, but work-

ing directly' with parent and child in a school set-
ting.

(2) in child's home : neighbor or "big sister" model.
(3) In day-care fAcility.

D. Volunteers : usually a community agent who accelerates
chqnge.

.(1) Whoever it might be, the person or persons re-
sponsible for intervention are ciPpPTitlent upon
family 'functioning.

(2) The persdn is influenced by :
a. Family constellation
b. Socio- economic conditions

I
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c. Age of child
d. Amount of hearing loss
e. Language of the home
f. Etc.

'Yr

Process is-a definition of goals:
A. Goals cannot be defined without family and community

participation'.
B. Goals cannot be imposed, but must come from within.

Intervener can help construct realizable goals, but they
must be in terms of parents' concern

(1) Design must be mutual enterprise parent, ageh-
cy, intervener.

(2) Provision must be made for continual reevalua-
tion of goals which reflects changing status of the

ild.
(3j family's adaptation to child and his handicap

must enter into goal setting.
(4), Success at some_ tasks must be a continuing goal.

In order for family to feel success, they must
experience success.

a. Social areas may be more rewarding.
b. When all else fails, e.g., language, thinking,

etc., capitalize upon physical accomplish-
ments.

c. Intervention with parents depends upon
positive reinforcement of- them and by
them.

C. Variability of community adds another climel-,bitni. Pres-
ent and potential Conditions influence management.

D. Continuity must be integral component of intervention.
(1) Linkage of child-parent to program must be on-

going.
(2) Only when family is secure and feels a part of the

program should linkage be terminated.
(3) Terminated then only if child is secure also and

ready to tralisfer :
a. To school

26
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b. To second language
(4) Intervener's role is to assist in the transfer from

A home to school.
5. Longitudinal assessor (interrelationship of internal and ex-

ternal assessment on a continuum).
Assessment of program objectives should be of prime

consideration daring the entire project. This consideration
should be included during all phases, from program-planning
through actual implementation. Those involved in asse8s-
ment would include:

(1) A member of the initial planning team who would
assist in setting objectives and devising evalua-
tion models to measure these objectives.

(2) Supervisors of interveners who would assess the
performance of the interveners.

13) Interveners wbo would assess their own perform-
ance with the child and his family.

(4) Major emphases:
a. ,Child's linguistic competencies.
b. Cognitive developmen4.
c. Affective 'domain :

(a) Measures of self-concept.
(b) Attitudes toward school.
(c) Ability tocope with failure.
(d) Interaction with peers.
(e) Other related affective behaviors.

d. Information related to the education of
hearing-impaired children :

(a) The child's ability to attend and fix-
ate on a speaker.

(b) Use of hearing aids:
(c) Etc.

e. Adjustment of the family to the demands
of the handicapped, child.

All assessments would be done on a continual basis during
the entire implementation of the project. Whenever possi-
ble, assessment would be based on systematically gathered
objective data.

'27
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SUMMARY
In this topic the participants described the roles of the vari-

ous people who would have contact with the very young hear-
ing-impaired child in a bilingual' bicultural environment. The
first and most pervasive contact identified was that of the child
with his family. Families of these children need assistance in
the form of general information and specific solutions to prob-
lems. Also, their efforts in coping with these problems need to
be reinforced. Different families will no .doubt present differ-
ent problems, and these problems will require different solu-
tions. Mothers or surrogate mothers will need to function in
many/roles: the identifier, the coordinator, the interpreter, the
evaluator. The father role in the Mexican-American culture is .f.v
especially important and must be so represented in any remedial '''' i
plan. .. i

The initial informant will play a decisive role in the success
or failure of-the remedial plan. His tasks were enunterated,
suggestions for accomplishing these tasks were made, and the
neceSsary qualifications, personal and academic, were described.

Moving from the initial informant to the wide cpectrum oT
possible agents who might provide services to the hearing-
impaired child and his family, some possible roles and tasks
were listed. This listing did not include definitions since these
responsibilities would vary from community to community and
would need to be defined in a manner appropriate to each.

The sion concer ng home teaching personnel focused
the inna : e acquired, qualifications needed by these

eople, although it is pointed'out that the process of interven-
tion is the important aspect rather than the person who is
performing the services. Various possible patterris of inter-
vention were described as erformed by professionals, para-
professionals, and volunteers. Cautions were admonished con-
cerning the setting of goals, an it was emphasized that these
goals must be set by the,parents although they will certainly
require much guidance arid assistance in achieving them.

The last role discussed was that of the assessor. Assessors
of any intervention program should provide continual evalu-
ation extending from the planning of services to a child and his

28



lathily to the termination of home services and,'or the transfer
of the child to an external program. The various individuals
who would be required to assess som aspects of the program
were enumerated, as were the areas of major emphasis.

1
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TOPIC III

FORMULATE BROAD PRINCIPLES FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT OF PREPARATION PROGRAMS
(ESSENTIAL AREA8=NOT GUIDELINES,
NOT PROGRAMS), MEETING THE NEEDS
FOR PERSONNEL AS' DEFINED IN II.

Programs to train personnel identified in Topic II were to be
delinea,ted in this section. The program requirements as they
relate to existing preparation programs and community re-
sources were to be examined. Consideration was to be given to
Ways in which existing programs could alter their procedures
in order to provide the preparation required of the new per-
sonnel.

1 Responsiveness to demand. Program developers will need
to meet the demand for preparation of new types of per-
sonnel as identified in II.

Following a discussion of the terms essential areas and
new types, it was decided that the person who would be most
clearly identified as fulfilling a new role would operate un-

10
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der the title of Child Advocate. The Child Advocate, or
Advocates, would give continuity to the services from iden-
tification through assessment and intervention and follow-
up. It was recommended that the Advocate role be institu-
tionalized and built into the educational system.

The development of a strong, active policy-advisory group
vas seen as essential for meeting the needs of children with-
in the group. To insure the development and delivery of
adequate services, it was recommended that this active
policy-advisory group be represented heavily by bilingual/
bicultural parents of hearing-impaired children and by deaf
adults, especially those of Mexican-American background.

The new areas were grouped under the headings: identi-
fiers, assessors, and interveners. Some of the principles to be
considered in the development of preparation programs for
various new personnel would be:
Identifiers
A. Appropriate personnel and mechanisms must be devel-

oped, ,both formal and inforMal, by which children with
hearing impairment are surfaced at an early age.

B. Individuals must have a working knowledge of how the
microcommunity functions.

Assessors
A. Spanish-speaking audiologists, otologists, otolaryngolo-

gists, and teachers of the deaf serving the community
would be desirable. It is also recognized that at this time
very few of these professionals have a knowledge of are
an appreciation for the bicultural milieu,

B. The Child Advocate could, serve a mediating function
with these individuals.

C. Seminars and position papers may be used to sensitize
non-Spanish-speaking personnel to some of the problems
of dealing with people from the bicultural situation.

Interveners
A. Concerted effort must be made to recruit speech patholo-

gists, social workers, and teachers from among the Mexi-
can-American, Spanish-speaking population to work
with the hearing-impaired, bicultural child.
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B. Child Advocate: must have understanding of the areas
) of :

(1) Developmental psychology
(2)' Bilingual education
(3) Hearing loss and deafness
(4) Language development
(5) Cognition
(6) Emotional disturbance '
(7) Awarenesg of state and local services available in

order to provide whatever services the child
might need:

a. Medical
b. Audiological $ ,

c. Psychological
d. Educational

C. Teacher
D. Researcher

. E. Others, as defined.

2. Programmatic requirements. Define additional skills, com-
petencies and knowledges needed by personnel to serve bi-
lingual. 'bicultural hearing-impaired children and their fami-

, _lies.
The material included in this report is based .on the given

:that the target children have already been identified. This
position was adopted because the responsibility for identi-
fication will vary from community to community and, there-
fore,.,couldthe any one of several clpsifications of people.
In effect, the program will have to 'define who will do what
and how.

It is conceivable that the skills, competencies, and knowl-
edges needed by personnel may not be of static nature in
view of the changing developing child, family, and commu-
nity. The, intervener will necessarily be able to reconcep-
tualize his role when other professions and the community
mobilize to impart on this child. The intervener must be
fluent in the language used in the home and have additional
knowledges, skills., and competencies in five general areas.
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A. Early Childhood Development
Knowledge of :

(1) , Sensory motor development
-

(2) Social, embtional, and personality development
(3) Language development
(4) Cogitive and perceptual development
(5) Creativity in children

B. Teaching in the Home
General knowledge of :

(1) Family, structure and relationships
(2) Parent/child relationships
(3) Sibling relationship and peer relationship .;

(4) Optimizing development of creativity
(5) Behavior modification techniques

C. Society and Culture
'Knowledge of:

(1) Biculturalism.in general . -

(2) Mexican-American culture in particular
(3) Socio-economic factors affecting the family and

the community
(4) Religion of the family
(5) Family structure
(6) Health practices of the.family

D. Bilingualism and Linguistics
t Knowledge of: '

,(1) Acquisition and development of language
(2) Implications of linguistic theory
(3) Adequacy and inadequdcies of work in bilingual-

..
. ism ,

(4), Competency/performance distinctions
(5). Likenesses and differences of Spanish and Eng-

lish (at all linguistic levels)
(6) Sociolinguistics

E. Deafness
Knowledge of :

(1) Implications of hearing impairments and auditory
imperceptions on:

a. language acquisitions

3
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(2)

b. cognition
c. adaptive behaviors

Basic concepts of the speech,and hearing mechan-
ism and their functions

(3) Techniques of stimUlatiori and utilization of resid-
ual hearing

(4) Various methods and techniques of developing
language for the hearing-impaired

(5) Additional handicapping conditions:
a. visual
b. mental retardation
c. cardiac
d. motor
e. neglect
f. etc.

The "longitudinal assessor" will require a solid knowl-
edge of :

(1) Statistics
(2) Research design
(3) Report writing

3. The interfacing of new personnel preparation programs
with existing onv.
Consider the most desirable balance of programs, possible
modification of existing programs (undergraduate, contin-,
uing education, career ladder, in-service preparation. intern-
ship, etc.).

The following is an example of a program which will inter-
face the preparation of new professional personnel and pro-
vide a desirable balance of preparation at different levels.
A. Level, of Prc:paration

(1) Supervisor of home teaching personnel : a prepa-
ration program at the graduate' level admitting
individuals with a bachelors degree in any of the
following :

a. Child development
b. Education of the deaf
c. 'Elementary education

34
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d. Speech 'pathology
e. Psychology ..

(2) Home teaching personnel: preparation in pre-
service and in-service programs admitting indi-
viduals with bachelor's degrees in the above or
equivalent areas. . $

(3) Paraprofessional personnel: basic preparation in
junior college programs and/or on-the-job train,.
ingadmitting:

.. a. 'Members of the family
b. High School students.
c. Members of the target community

B. Curriculum ,(see Outline in-III-2)
All of the above personnel should have knowledge and

competencies in these areas but to different degrees and
with different emphasis. ,..,, --,..,

In addition to these content areas, strong emphasis
should be given to the ethical principles implici in a
program which takes place in tale home. Such prin les
would be concerned with such topics as confidentiality,...
interference in family'matter4 etc.;

g.) The preparation of supervisors of home teachiiv
personnel should emphasize breadth in all difiese
areas.

(2) The preparation of , tome teaching personnel
should emphasize depth in the areas of early
childhood development, teaching in the home,
and deafness.,

(3) The preparation of paraprofetssionals should ern-.
phasize specific skills related to these areas. -,

C. Selection f ,

The selective process should allow each family to par-
ticipate in the choice-of the intervener (s).

4. Integration of preparation programs with the existingcom-
munity resources: inclusion of personnel external to edu-
cational agencies preparing personnel, health and social
services, schools, welfare, community agencies, etc.

The assumption was that the more active p community
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is'in the preparation of the personnel, the more able the
intervener would be to work with the community's agencies;
a high level of interaction may be a desirable spin-off.

A. A focal aspect of a preparation proZram should be to
prepare the facilitator as intervener to use the available
community resources.

(1) .He should be knowledgeable in preventive meas-
. ures and where they are available:

a. Inoculations
b. Hearing evaluation-

f., Etc.
(2) Henust know appropriate modes of referral to

existing agencies and services. (He needs to do
the red-tape activities, not the parents.)

a. Medical care
b. Dental care
c. Well-baby care
d: Nutrition/A' information
e. Etc.

(3) The intervener s be prepared by inclusion of
resource e preparation programs. The agen-
cies effect, take on the responsibility for pre-

ring this person.
(4 The intervener needs to be knowledgeable in ways

of preventing dupli tion of services: He needs to,.
s, know how to avoid *urisdictional disputes by de-

veloping cooperativ attitudes.
The intervener nerds to undetstand the family
and the child and how best to work with the agen-
cies to attain their goals.

B. Preparatidn
(1) The preparation 'pay be developed according to

one of several models or a combination of several
or all.

a. Clinical, which has threetimportant stages:
(a). A professional mbdel of acceptable

(5)

practice.
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(b) PraCticum experience with respect to
model provided by professional.

(c) Student performances evaluated and
modified where necessary.

b. Didactic lectures where theory is the em-
phasis.

c. Apprenticeship, a team relationship in
which on-going supervision provides the
basis for underlying principles. Supervision
may be accompanied by lectures.

d. Team where someone who is doing the role
well demonstrates. Importantly, the team
helps develop the underlying principles.

Of critical importance to all procedures is that
the person is gidded in seeing what principles op-
erate and why, so that he commodity according
to situational demands. Principles must be im-
parted with skill in order for persons to adjust
to vagaries of the situation.

(2) "Tiie means to achieving the preparation could
follow several formats:

a. Intensive short courses.
b. Videotape.

Laboratory -type, whereby' lectures are fol-
.

lowed by related experience.
' (3) The preparation !bust be related to the'commu-

nity where the service will be rendered. Com-
munities vary due to cultural mores, resources,
ifidv,iduals, etc. The program for preparation
must be with a similar community where the in-
tervener plans to apprentice, intern, etc.

C. Philosophical aspeds
(1) Person must be prep red to handle accountability

and attitude deriiands of the culture. °

(2) Prepatation` needs to build the intervener's self-
, esteem so he may help to develop same in family

and child receiving his services.
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(3) Intervener needs to understand the effect of ex-
pectancy on interaction:

a. Development of realizable objectives.
b. Reinforcement modes.
c. Effect of affect.

D. Preparation program must expect person to demonstrate
skill.

5. Responsiveness of preparRion programs to new program
concepts and current research findings (advisory commit-
tees, on-going evaluation, etc.).

The participants felt that a general lack of adequate re-
sponsiveness to new program concepts prevails in all prepa-
ration programs. Recognition is given tb a need a4areness
and an improved degree of social conscience; however, to
date, response lags behind the need.

Further discussion identified the following as being vital
fo the development of an effective preparation program:

(1) Adoption of an attitude of responsiveness to
change.

(2) Utilization of new program concepts, research
findings, needs, and opportunities.

(3) Acceptance of professional, paraprofessional, lai-
ty, and family disciplinaries as interveners.

(4) Recording of program data in new and innovative
ivays so as to allow interpretation by others with-
out unnecessary duplication. "lics%

(5) Acceptance of program failure and .willingness to
initiate chaDge,

(6) Adoption of successful aspects of other existing'
programs' to avoid "reinventing the wheel" in
principles for deielopmenf of preparation pro-
grams.

`Identification and utilization of existing
gram- segments that have applicability. to'new
program's.
Develoitment of rapid feedback mechanisinsso as
tcAbodify and; or change programs as soon as the
need b es apparent.

(7)
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(8) Longitudinal involvement of the target audience
1 in basic design, research, etc., that precedes pro-

.1 gram operation.
) Avoidance of unnecessary program duplication by

multiple government, public institutions, and pri-
vate institutions.

(10) Appropriate expectations and standards for
measurement, i.e., not to be satisfied with quan-
tity without quality measurement

(11) Understanding of and respect for the basic rights
of the child and his family, e.g., protection from

, intrusion of privacy.-
The participants concluded that those involved in prepa-

ration programs have lagged in the acceptance of new pro-
gram ,doncepts and research findings primarily because of
the inability to relate to principles which were identified,
such as:

(1) The lack of attitudinal change.
-(2) Failure of existing programs to adopt new pro-

gram concepts and research findings, including
the lack of mechanisms for incorporating new
findings into such programs.

(3) Failure to adopt ef?ective concepts of other exist-
_ing 'programs.

(4) Failure to recognize specific differences in chil-
dren.

(5) Failure to incorporate longitudinal involvement of
thg target audience in basic design, research, etc.,

"- that precedes program operation.
(6) Failure to identify specific segments of a program

which have shown effectiveness.
(7) Failure to establish appropriate expectations and

standards for: measurement of program effective-
,

ness.

SUiTIMAR
In this t pic, the partitipants were conceited primarily with

the develoi .lent of new types of personnel and the essentials
. r
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which must be considered in ordei to meet the special needs of
the hearing-impaired child in the bilingual bicultural setting.
The one assertion that appeared from all the groups was that
personnel for these new roles must be recruited from the Mexi-
can-American culture, and concerted efforts must be expended
in this direction. The emergence of .the Child.Advocate was
highly recommended and suggested as a liaison between the
`child and family and all the specialized personnel who may
have contact with them. It was highly recommended that
preparation programs secure the services of policy-advisory
groups which, too, would be predominately composed of mem-
bers of the Mexican-American community, including hearing-
impaired adults of that group. Nev types of personnel were
identified, and their requisite areas of preparation and levels
of competency were delineated. Procedures for integrating
these new roles into the existing community services were
described with caution's as to the preparation and knowledge
required in order to.avoid duplkation or overlapping of services.
The.last section.was concerned with the problem of acceptance
of new program concepts and research findings. Possible rea-
sons for lack of acceptance and positive suggestions promoting
acceptance of new programs were suggested.
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TOPIC IV

SPECIFY AREAS FOR EVALUATION:
(PERSONNEL PREPARATION PROGRAMS
AND SERVICE PROGRAMS).

, .

Areas amenable tb'evaluation were to be examined in this
section. Areas identified included preparation programs at col-
leges and universities, as well as non-university, college pro-
grams. Also to be explored from an evaluative standp6int was
the impact of the intervener with the family and the long-term
development of the child served by the intervener. The impact
of the intervention program on the community was also to be
examined in light of evaluative techniques. /

,
R

1. Preparation program (higher education) as evidenced by
the performance and attitudes of the intervener.

It is recommended, that a model for evaluation be devel-
oped by -the training programs interested in making an
impact upon the education of very young hearing-impaired
children from bilingual, bicultural backgrounds. The.pro-
grams must provide for systematic evaluatiofi of each aspect

Al
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of its developmental service and research components as a
condition for support. Fo.rmative and summative evaluation
should be conducted not only on the preparation program
but also on the impact of the program on delivery systems,
the evaluation of the impact of the interveners, and of the
family on the child.
A. .Evaluation of acquisition of competencies, knowledges,

understandings, and skills as delineated in I.
B. Queititative aspects

(1) The increase in the number of Spanish-speaking
individuals certified to teach deaf children within
the area.

(2) The Increase in the number of speech therapists
who are fluent in Spanish.

(3) The increase in the number of appropriate refer-
rals from:

a. Pediatricians
7 b. Otologists

c. Audiologists
d. Social workers
e. Individuals in the community of the hear-

ing-impaired children from bilingual/bicul-,
tural environments at an early age

(4) The increase in the number of children within
this population wearing hearing aids.

(5) The increase in the number of children receiving.
educational and speech and hearing services.

C. The estaMshment of an active advisory group, reflect-
ing strong parent and deaf-adult involvement.

D. Program e ctireness, the extent to which the programilre
helps the c ild approximate normal Itvels of develop-
ment.

E. Assessment of change of attitude of:
(1) Teachers
(2) Parents I
(3) Other interveners e.,

2., Alternative programs (non - university 'college) , for the

if



preparation of personnel including specific parameters of
these progrAms.

.

Any program will need to have an individual who is re-
sponsible for evaluation procedures. Areas that would re-
quire evaluation are:
A. Professibnals and paraprofessionals in non-university,'

college based programs.
(1) Specific goals for these individuals.
(2) Skills

a. Teaching procedures.
b. Testing procedures.
c. Methods:

(a) Lectures' /readings.
(b) Case history studies.
(c) Direct observations.

.03. Family
(1) Attitudinal changes.
(2) Skills in:

a. Providing meaningful experiences.
b. . Utilizing these experiences for optimum

learning. ..

C. The effectiveness of the use of mass media and materials
in:

(1) Identifying target children.
(2) Instructing pa )rents.

3. Interaction of intervener with family constellation,
The evaluati-dirsuttopic, "Interaction of intervener with

family constellation," was translated into the following
question:

How shall the effectiveness of the interaction of the
professional and paraprofessional as intervener (perso
having periodic contacta specific purpo§e) with t e
family and the hearing impaired in prOgrams and s
vices be assessed?

A. Evaluation in terms of :
(1) Achievement of goals for the particular type of

intervention being employed as judged in terms
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of specific behaviors for the child/family and the
intervener.

(2) Relationship of the particular type of interven-
tion to :

a. Diagnostic recommendations.
b. Needs of the fami4 ...._-
c. Any other type (s1 4intervention that may

be occurring chitint the same period of
time.

d. 'Its contribution to the child's cognitive,
,language, and social development, etc.

(3)' Demonstration by the child in his interaction with
the intervener of specific behaviors which can be
identified by observers, (e.g., members of a site
team) as making progress toward the general
goals/pu poses of the particular type of inter-
vention,/

(4) Demonstration by the intervener in his or her
iieraction with the child/family of:

a. Rapport.
b. Appropriate techniques for the reinforce-

ment of behavior.
c. Sensitivity and adaptability to changes in

child's/family's moods and responses.
d. Involvement of family members who are

present in Appropriate ways of working
with the child.

e, Setting of clearly understood and reason-
able expectation through sequentially ar-
ranged and specific tasks.

f. Modification/variation of tasks and tech-
niqueswhen appropriate, but without losing
sight of the goals of the intervention.

(5) Maintenance of adequate records, hacluding:'.
a. Documentation of the child's/family's prog-

ress toyvard the goals/purposes of the par-
tichlar type of intervention.
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b. Problems encountered.
c. Techniques for solving the problems.

B. ,Possible methodological approaches:
(1) Observation of the intervener when engaged in

the interaction with the child/family, using rat-
ing scales of various types and descriptive reports
by a site team (direct).

(2) Interviewing of members of the family with re=
gard to the quality of the services provided to the
child/family by a site team (indirect).

(3) Analysis of records:
/ -* a. Diagnoses. a

b. -Number of home visits by various inter-
, veners.

c. Case and status reports which inclUde data
on thqprogress of child.

d. Follow-up on recommendations made by
interveners, by family, and 'or other inter-
veners.

e. Follow-up on requesteratified by
the family, by the interveners.

f. Attendance of child i f programs, etc.
(indirect).

4. Longitudinal assessment of .elopmental sequence in chil-
dren served by the perso el prepared by programs.
A. The areas of longitua inal assessment of the children for

the purpose of evaluating the effectiveness of the pro-
grams are:

'(1) Sensory-motor development.
(2) Social and personality development.
(3) Language development.
(4) Cognitive development.

B. The assessment should be made every six months at the,
maximum. .

C. Evaluation of the program might include comparison of
the children's progress with that of a control group if
deemed necessary by the organization setting up the
program. This could be accomplished by identifying
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similarly handicapped children from other geographic
areas who have not participated in such a program.

5. Impact of preparation programs on community (including
the community's acceptance of responsibility,for programs).

This is an elusive item to measure, but it may be evaluated
through items such as attitudinal change as related to some
type of action. Its spin-off effects may also be measurable
items.
A. Attitudinal Change

(1) Community
a. Earlier identification- of hearing impair-

ment.
b. Provisi9 of comprehensive plan resulting

in reduction of level of services required :
(a) From custodial to inclusion in com-

munity-based special education.
(b) From special services to mainstream

of regular education.,
c. Acceptance of responsibility.

,--Activities emerge that were not fofced
trig)ri agencies, e.g., Public Health Depart-
&Ai provides more servicesimmuniza-
tion, hearing aids, etc.

d. Attitudinal change toward the deaf:
(a) More job opportunities.
(b) More programs for hearing impAired'

(that never before existed.
(c) Spin -off -: prestige may be associated

with program.
(d) New resources develop: introduction

of more health and social services.
(e) Agencies requesting services seek

help more frequently.
(f). Agencies delivering services have

help requested and delivered more
often.

(2) Public Interest
a. Broad base of community support.
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b. Replication of program.
c. Community may be ready to fund program.
d. Interest of people asking to participate.
e. Professional and paraprofessional : applica-

tion increase. ,

f. Volunteer interest.
B. Funding

(1) Amount and source of funding.
(2) Purposes of funding.

--------,_(a) Joint funding.

SUMMARY
.. The importance of the evaluation of all aspects of programs

was stressed in this section. In addition, suggestions were pro-
vi for evaluative Methods and techniques. Some of the areas
spec' d for evaluation were difficult to assess, for example,
"attitu es," but the need to evaluate changes in attitudes, is
reflected in the reports of all the groups. Quantitative items'
will require accurate record-keeping to document increases in
the number of personnel, referrals, community agencies offer-
ing services, and in the sources and amounts of funding. Other
evaluatie techniques would include demonstration of skills and
competencies, observations, interviews, and checklists. Com-
plete evaluation will require some manner of assessment for
every procedure and person who has contact with the hearing-
impaired child. Evaluation will require also a thorough assess-
ment of the child's strengths and weaknesses. It is essential
to evaluate the extent to which the child achieves the goals
set by his parents, and it was emphasized that the setting of
these goals is the privilege and responsibility of the parents,
not the personnel whose obligati.qp/it is to provide the services
requisite for the goals to be met. The need for longitudinal
asses1gt of the child's progress was stressed.
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TOPIC V

DELINEATE IMPLICATIONS FOR 'CHANGE.

In this section the participants were to explore areas that
would require change if the proposed intervention program
were to become a reality. A list of topics was presented for
initial consideration with the participants being instructeti to
elaborate on the list.
A. Interdisciplinary approaches

(1) Types of personnel, preferqbly from the bilingual%
bic.ultural community:

a: Professiolial personnel.
(a) Tpachers
(b) Medical diagnosticians
(c) Educational diagnosticians-.
(d)' Mediators

b. Paraprofessional personnel.
c. Career-ladder personnel.

(2) Preparation of personnelfield participation and 'or
practicum experiences an essential component of any
preparation program.
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b.
iversity programs. \-

Interdisciplinary workshops and programs of
instruction within on-going teacher . prepara-
tion programs:

c. Career-ladder programscontinuing education
toward credentialing while still functioning as
intervener.

d. Competency-based fielddegree of parapro-
fessionals.

e. Apprenticeship to excellent acticing teaciley.

. . Administration of service program
(1) Local community must assume re-sponibility. May

-be a re ional support.insome areas depending upon
size-Of target opulation,. .. ....

'2) Needs to 'be as close as possible to mainstream of
community, ..

a. Sornelocal agency, e.g.,,the-public schools, will
needto assume leadership. Educational-based
program* are more feasible than institutional
setting. r

b. FringelctiSciplines are not to be discouraged if
'wcountability can be maintained within the
agency designated above (a).

(a) f people feel it is th.eir project, they
maintain interest. . r

(b) Distal& from population decreases in-"
terest. .

c. Program needs continuity.
Local on-going management can best main-

I tain the continuity. ,,.

C. Legislative needs
(1) Legislative mandating of agencies serving the child

and family to accommodate to their bilingual/bicul-
tural situation.

(2) Legislation for early identification and follow-up. .

(3) Authorization and allocation of 'funding for pro- .

grams.
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D. Funding ,

(1) Funding at local level most desirable.
(2) lilteragencylunding posdbilities should .be investi-

gated.
(3) Federal funding, ifsneeded, should be considered only

a catalyst to initiate progranis and demonstrate the
need for such programs.

E. Advisory Committees and Cooperative Coiinci4,
(1) Need representation at state and localvels.'
(2) Need reaesentation front:

a. Medical profession
(a) Obgtetricians.
(b) Gynecologists
(c) General practitioners

b. Health services
(a) Audiologists
(b) Speech pathologists
(c) Linguists

a. Educational representatives
d. Cross disciplines.

(a) Social workers
(b) Court system I
(c) People who have any contact with 0-4

Aild and the family
e. Representatives of target population

(a) Deaf people
(b) Parents (bilingual/bicultural).

- F. Research
(1) The need for more research and documented data on

the growth and deVelopment process of the child
from conceptign with emattiis upon other para-

..

meters,'such as the sensory influence of bilingualism
and biculturalism.

. .

(2) Tile effect of research upon programs and the ef-
ficacy of data insemination.

G. A Schema for pro ams,' at any level would necessarily in-
clude at least two levels :
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(1) The conceptualization and planning structures.
Input from two areas:

a5... The target community, including parents Of the
hearing-imp'aired children, as well as religious
and political leaders, for development of overall
goals and procedures for meeting these goals.

b. The specialists for specification of program
content and developing materials.

(2) The implementation structureswill vary from com-
munity to community and may be composed of
groups of agencies and/or persons.

(3) Diagram on next .page.
SUMMARY

The preceding format of assigning a subtopic to each group
was discontinued for Topic V, and this chapter is a composite
of the reports of all the groups who discussed this topic simul-
taneously. Suggestions for discussion were made with the hope
that the participants would expand these and contribute ideas
and considerations that otherwise might not have been ex-
pressed. Some of th e subjects outlined appeared in sall the re-
ports, while others were specified by only one grodp.

There was great concern expressed by all the groups in re-
gard to the need for legislation mandating services for 0-4 year-
old hearing-impaired children from bilingual/bicultural back-
grounds. The need' for a variety of programs to prepare per-
sonnel to serve the children and their families and. the need
for leadership and advisory-iervicesfrom the bilingual,'bicul-
tural community were stressed. There was consensus also stat-
ing that preparation programs at all levels be competency-based
and contain large field participation components. It was sug-
gested also by mortthan one group that intervention programs
be administrated at a local level, as close as possible to the
target population, and that any progrzmi fur very young chil-
dren should be part of a long-range plan involving other per-
sonnel and agencies. The need for more research -and more
efficient dissemination of research findings was citedand a
schema for the conceptualization and implementation of inter-
vention programs wasi suggested.
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I Planning and
Policy

11 implementation

MEMBERS FROM'
1 Parents of Deaf Children
2 Members of Target Commumw
3 Members of institutions for Training

Professional Personnel
I Content Specialties

ADMINISTRATION
1 (Program or Proles..)

Nrecior and Staff
2 Advisory Committee or Cooperating Council

SERVICE

\\:

IDENTIFICATION
AND RECOGNITION
Press and Other

Media
Community Leaders
Community Agencies

EVALUATION AND
DIAGNOSIS
Otologists
Pecliamicians
Speech and Hearing

Clinicians
Visiting flu rses

EDUCATION OF
INTERVENERS
Professional Educators
Other Community Members

RESEARCH AND
EVALUATION
Statisticians
Testers
Etc

HOME TEACHING
Home Teachers
Paraprofessionals
Family
Neighborhood ii7d Peers
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CONCLUSION

It appears that-in any program being developed to prepare
personnel to service hearing-impaired infants from Spanish-
speaking honies, certain considerations are pervasive and bear
repeating. The most common exigency identified by the groups
was that of early identification and simultaneous offering of
supportive services to the hearing-impaired infant and his
family. Mandatory legislation was suggested as one .possible
method of providing this essential component in the ultimate
rehajoilitation of hearing-impaired children.

Another equally important factor is the need for total family
involvement in the program for the handicapped child. How
this involvement is fostered has a critical influence on the ulti-
mate success of the intervention program. It is imperative that
personnel providing any services have, in addition to the re-
quired skills, respect for the target population as a culture,
knowledge of the Mexican-American culture including its lan-
guage, history, and family structure, and preferably be mem-
bers of the culture. A caution was clearly issued in this work-
shop concerning the setting of goalsafor the 'children : the
servicing personnel should describe and explain alternative edu-
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cational plans and procedures, and should proffer advice and
rele,vant information if such advice is sought, but the actual
goal setting should be the option of the parents. Some aspects
Of these important considerations are listed in Appendix A./

Another implication throughout the reports is that there are
many types of programs and levels of personnel whose services
can be very beneficial to the child and his family, and that. in-
stitutions or agencies contemplating the developments of such
programs should be open-minded in their conceptualization of
the possible roles to be played by the various members of a
remediating team. Concomitantly, programs should contain
appropriate structures to provide for supervision, evaluation
research, and change. In addition, it is essential that programs
be codnseled by advisory groups consisting of members of the
Mexican-American community, the adult deaf, parents of deaf
children, and appropriate professionals; 1

The reader is reminded that this repott.. is the product of a
group of people representing various ciliciiilines relative to the
growth and development of young children who have thought-
fully considered the needs of hearing-impaired 0-4 year-olds
in bilingual:bicultural environments and have suggested prin-
ciples upon which programs designed to meet the needs of these
children could be developed. It is hoped that this report will
stimulate the initiation of a variety of such programs and that,
the problems encountered, their solutions, and the success or
lack of success will be shared among the participating institu-
tions and agencies.

,.
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APPENDICES

, Appendix A

GOAL SETTING CONSIDERATIONS

There are certain issues that need to be discussed and posi-
'tions that need to be taken relative to these issues before ap-
propriate procedures'and methods are specified. These issues
relate to the goals and purposes of a program and are as
followg: ,

1. To 'What extent, if any, d should any group of pro-.
fessional persons set educations and other goals for indi-
vidual parents or ethnic groups?

2. If parents seek professional advice, should ,they be advised
to set the goal of bilingual/bicultural education?

3. Is this goal realistic in terms of the hearing-impaired child ?
a) Is it more difficult to teach 'the hearing impaired two

languages than to 'teach them one?
b) Should both languages be taught even if it is rore diffi-

cult ?
4. If the goal of bilingualism is selected for the hearing im-

paired, should the initial emphasis be on the language spok-
,
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en in the home or should the period of language readiness
be used to teach the language of the large community?

---..

, .

Appendix B

ASSUMPTIONS DEVELOPED THROUGH DISCUSSIONS
ON 1-4

The effect of bilingual, bicultural environment combined with
hearing impairnient on the pacing of the developmental se-
quence with reference to critical periods for acquisition.

, A. Bilingualism is a goal of education because most children
dealt with are not actually bilingual. A child can be bilingual

- without being bicultural.
B. There are sequential developmental stages and during these

stages there is a critical period for learning.
C.. In dea:ling with children 0-4, conception was considered as 0.
D. The family constellation was considered as the most im-

portant personnel with the greatest sphere of influence on
the total dOselopnient of the child. '

E. Growth and development proceeds in a predictable and
Orderly fashion.

F. Environmental factors can adversely influence the develop-
.

mental rate and the degree of maturation at any single-point
in time, but ordinarily does not interfere with normal physi-
cal and motordeyelopmental sequence.

G. There are periods of time with reference to developmental
sequence and chronologiCal age tli'at are prime for aCquisi-
tion of specific language and cognitive skills.

H. It is reasonable to expect that intervention of appropriate
. stimuli can affect a maturation lag or void. The extent of

-change from a sense of "catching up" is dependent fivon
multiple factors and is apt never to be complete.

I. The home environment of most children of the target
audience is primarily monolingual monocultur41 within a
greater society envhsonment that is bilingual/ bicultural..

J. The social level of .most farprilies of the target
audience will be at the lower end of the scale; thereby
characteristically having significant needs for interveners
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with competencies in diagnosis of a hearing impairment,
treatment, education of the deaf, language and cognitive de-
velopment, and other major aspects of child growth and
developnient.

K. Family camaraderie is characteristic of Mexican-American
homes and can be capitalized upon for intervention pro-
grams.

L. Family hierarchy of this population must be considered in
order to intervene successfully; the intervention' process
must involve cooperation of the father figure since Spanish-
speaking families are predominantly patriarchal in makeup.

M. Most families in the target population are Roman Catholic
with a strong affinity to church influence. The environ-
mental influence dictates the importance of church leaders
in obtaining support and understanding the importance of
intervention programs.

N. Desire or lack of desire for social, lingual, and cultural inte-
gration within a lame society. may for some families deter
their being open about having a handicapped child, and
their seeking-and or accepting. the intervention program.

Appendix C

LINGUISTIC CONSIDERATIONS IN THE
PREPARATION OF PERSONNEL TO. DEAL

WITH HEARING-IMPAIRED CHILDREN AGES 0-4
FROM. BILINGUAL/BICULTURAL BACKGROUNDS

by
B. Hoffer
T. Roeper
J. Sachs.

Outline

1. Language Acquisition and Development
a. Goal is competence (basic abilities) ; performance can

be improved later.
*b., Innate ability to acquire language is same for hearing

and hearing-ciipairea:



4.

Major problem is insufficient,and degraded input for
lattef.

*c. Periods of growth occur with optimal potential for lan-
guage development.

d. Input should be arranged to encourage not memoriza-
tion, but rule formation. 5

Grammars of comprehension Old/or production are
essentially the same.

*'e. Acquisition of phonology, syntax, morphology, and se-
t mantics each follows a developmental pattern at dif-

ferent rates for individuals. Bilingual acquisition often
decreases rate for each language; impaired hear*
further decreases' rate, perhaps to zero without inter-
vention.

2. 'Sociolinguistics
*a. Attitudes towards dialects (e.g., Mexican-American)

and defective speech '-(e.g.,Ileaf speakers) can be fill-
proved by concentrating attefition on competence
rather; than performance (e.g., pronunciation features
which do not affect content).
Langukge interaction involves much more. than speech.
There are culture specific types of body language, con-

. versakion techniques, deference to major speaker, etc.
3. Stl-ucture of English and Spanish

a. Phonological, grammatical, and discourse structures of
each.

*13, Tjiere is a great similarity of basic structure in the two
languageS.

c. The'dissimilarities do cause some interference in learn-
ing the second.

Much work, has been done in this area, second Ian-
guage acquisition.

* Key concepts for any preparation programs however short,
1. Language Acquisition and Development

a. Competence 'performance
Perhaps the most critical distinction necessary for the

proper understanding of language acquisition and de-
velopment is that betwden competence and performance.
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By referring to language as rule-governed behavior, we
can define competence by the set of rules internalized
by the speaker. Performance is the actualization of a
speech act by use of those rules; thus, performance may
be affected by fatigue, illness, attention span,.etc., in all

." speakers and by, for example, inadequate control of pro-
nunciation features by..bearing-impaired speakers. A
frequent analogy is that of music as copyrighted by the
composer (competence) and the individual performance
by a musician. The goal in language teaching is the in-
crease in competence; too much time and attention paid
to performance may critically decrease competence de-
velopment. Only a well-trained observer can ascertain
whether an individual's defective performance indicates
defective competence. -,

b. Innate capacity for language acquisition
The innate capacity for language acquisition isall

other things being equalthe same for hearing and
hearing-impaired children. The basic problem for the
latter is the insufficient and defective verbal input. The
language acquisition mechanism that all humans have
needs to be "triggered" into operation by exposure, to
natural language, by "conversation" in the sense of lan-
guage interaction. This mechanism is apparently not de-
pendent on intelligence, at least above a certain "thresh-
old" ability to receive and process sensory impressions.
There are, after all, many stupid people who are quite
fluent in one or more languages. The child's ability in
language may be independent of other forms of cognitive
development. Note here that the child's verbal environ-
ment is not the usually supposed well-formed adult sen-
tences; rather, it is replete with sentence fragments,
ill-formed input fromsiblings, etc., and the mother's
highly restricted form of speech used for children during.
the early years. Both well-formed and ill-formed inputs
stimulate the acquisition of language in hearing chil-
dren. The critical points may bed the amount of and
motivation for language interacticr. It should not be
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suppostd that hearing-impaired children learn different-
ly, that they should be "protected" from other than
"adult" language. The mechanism is not formed by the
input but is triggered by the input to construct appropri-
ate rules governing output.

c. Critical periods
Periods ortcrowth occur with optimal pote"fttial for

language acquisition and development. From ages 1-4,
on the average, most of the basic structures of the native
language are acquired. This is the reason why identifi-
cation of and- languages teaching of ' hearing-impaired
childi-en are necessities in the earliest years of life.
Language development may be spread over years ; recent
work in syntax indicates that normal children may'have
ossentiallp'completed acquisition by school age or not
until age 11 or 12. It is the initial acquisition and* the
sequencing of developmental stages that are critical Tr
working with hearing- impaired children. Knowledge of
the sequencing is important so that the teacher can be
ready to expose the child to the appropriate construction
when the child is ready for it. There is evidence that
learning in the wrong sequence impedes or actually stops
further acquisition.'

_ d. Rule formation )
children learn language from relatively few and often

ill-formed speech utterances. Furthermore, they pro-
, duce utterances they have never encountered before

while Oftey are at an early stage of acquisition. This
creativity is crucial in at least two ways:. (1) it shows
the child is indeed learning competence ; .(2) it shows
that the leayning is rule-oriented and not mere rnemori
zation of patterns. In working with hearing - impaired
children, then, their' rule-formation can be facilitated by
arranging the input to cover 'different aspects of a rule
in a certain period. For example, several present/past
tense distinctions might be introduced over a short pe-
riod, as long as they are the regular (i.e., basic rule)
past forms. Note that a form such as "taked" for "took"
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is a case of the regular rule applied instead of the excep-
tion. Far from being evidence of lack of learning, it is
evidence that the rule has been learned. The exceptions
to the regular rule come tter. Several ways of encourag-
ing rule formation can be used. Language play should
be covaged. Paraphrasing is a good teaching tool and
a gold check on competence.

e. Acquisition and development of phbnology, syntax, mor-
phology, and semantics.

There are three situations involved in this study: (1)
normaPmonolingual development ; (2) bilingual develop-
ment; (3) hearing impairment. Number 2 shows an ex-
panded length of time for similar development unless
extra language contact or teaching is involved. Number
3 shows a further expansion, such that language may
not develop at all without `special language, teaching.
Any intervener who may deal with the. language problem
of the hearing-impaired child from a bilingual/bicui-,
tural background ought to be aware of at least the gen-
eral profile of language development. Since the other
language areas follow thr same basic principles, there,
is here given a brief treatment of only phonology. Roman
Jakobson and others have shown that .there is a hierar-
chy of phonological features which is learned in the
same general sequence regardless of the specific lan-
guage. involved. The last learned are the first lost in
minimal aphasia and language is then re-acquired by
the original sequence. In teaching pronunciation, this
hierarchy ought to be followed. Jakobson also showed
that the span of time for total acquisition varies enor-
mously.' For example, although the average span for
English phonology is age 1 to age 8, some have finished
by age 4 and otherswho are otherwise average arr
'still acquiring phonology at age 12. Exactly how bilin-
gualism affects language development,is still unresolved,
but some interference is obvious. In any case, Jakobsoi's
and Slobin's language acquisition universals are im-
portant basic information for language interveners.
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2. Sociolinguistics
a. -Attitudes towards speech differences .

The basic fact that all people ought to know about
dialects 'is that all forms of speech are acceptable for
particular situations. Just as it is inappropriate to use
uneducated backwoods speech in a board of directors'
meeting, so it is just as inappropriate t9 use formal
rhetorical English in a friendly poker game. Attitudes
toward dialects and defective peech, such as that of 44
some deaf people, can and .should be modified toward
tolerance. Differences are no evidence of lack of IQ, just
as fluency is no guarantee of a high IQ. Sociolinguistics
gives an introductioh to geographical, ethnic, and stylis-
tic dialects and shows how they are appropriate, to their
context. The subject can be extended to corer the speech
of the deaf in order to sensitize the interveners to the
problems met by the speakers. Emphasis should be on
the chntent,- a matter of competence, and not on the
speech differences, a matter of performance.

.b. Language interaction other than speech
Linguistics includes the study of body language, ges-

tures, and all the other physical components of communi:
cation such as eye contact, distance to stand apart when
speaking, etc. All these eomponents differ from culture
to culture and from subculture to subculture. A good
example is the fact that Spanish speakers generally
stand closer together to talk than English speakers.The
intervener might be interpreted as an aloof outsider if
he n She stands the "English" distance from 'a bilingual.
The dependence on visual,modes of communication has
raised the awareness of the hearing-impaired child to a
higher degree. The intervener can be taught the mean-.
ings attached to physical and eye contact, hand gest uies,
position of head, direction of body, and so on.

'3. Structure of Spanish and English
a.- A full course of study for a language intervener ought

to include the phonological, grammatical, and discourse
structure of Spanish and English. 'These are the tools

.
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of communication and only by knowing how the tools
are sharpened can the language analyst make an ac-
curate study of language acquisition.

b. Spanish and English are related languages, both genet-
ically and structurally. The great amount of similarity
in basic structure means that, to some extent, compe-
tence in English carries with it competence in Spanish.
certainly the phonology and Such of the vocabulary

% diffe'S; but in semantics and syntaxboth much closer
to cognitive developmentthe languages are closely re-
lated. Incidentally, if --for no other reason than the
refatye simplicity of its phonology, the hearing-im-
paired child from a bilingual) home ought to learn Span-
isli firh. English has more contrasting sounds and a

/much more elaborate syllable structure. 4
c. The dissimilarities between. English and Spanish do

cause some interfeence problems, especiallyiln phonolo-
. gy and word formation. The language intervener ought

to know thesethey are well studiedso that language
errors caused by interfering competence can be sepa-
rated from errors caused by lack of competence. Stock-
well and Many others have written extensively on this
subje'ct.

.

Appendix D
From: Dr. Ja7t Hardy
Date: November 1, 1972

am sorry that I must leave your conference today, rather
than, being able to stay until its end tomorrow, "Perhaps' my
thoughts about it, and a kind of overview of the prOblem posed,
as I i'6e it, might be of some use to you. .For what my im-
pr sions are worth, here they are:

. Before any kind of program can be sensibly devised, the
scope of the problem requires definition. In this instance,

. the scope of the problem involves description,, in terms of
how many of the children in the "target" popillation have
hearing deficits and-to what degr

On the basis of my epePience a quite large poPula-
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tiofi of inner-city Black and White children in Baltimoie
where there is much overcrowding and respiratory infec-
tionthe incidence of significant hearing loss (i.e., that
sufficient to interfere with the normal language hearing
processes) is gelatively low until one gets to school age; one
per cent is probably high. Perhaps ybu know what the
problem is here. If not, then, perhaps the first order of
business should be a pilot study to determine the frequency
so that the program planned may be efficient in terms of
personnel usage.

In planning a pilot study, information about "available
community resources would be necessary-for decision mak-
ing about.:

(1) Screening.-.-Are there already facilities for audi-
tory screening of young children? Neonatal screen-,
ing is, in my opinion, totally inadequate (Marion
Downs turned up only four deaf babies in the first
5,000 newborns tested,, and in the immediate post-
natal period, we missed 27 of 28 rubella children
subsequently proved to have hearing impairments).
However, screening can be quite reliably carried out
by . skilled people at four mortis and less-skilled
paraprofessionals by eight,months. The use of a risk
register can focus attention On-children most 'likely
to have problems.

(2) More definite diagnosis of the hearing deficit and
its courser and of the more general health and de-
velopmental potential of the child is necessary where'
screening indicates a problem. A hearing loss may
be just part of a multifaceted problem. Is a diagnOs-

\ tic.\tsam available? to people who can't pay? ? k

(3) Recommendations far therapy. L-Is the child's prob-
lem sufficient to require .amplification in addition to
careful and frequent environmental stimulation ?
Will intensive speech training be required? Are
funds and facilities available for either ?' They are
necessary ingredients of a successful program.
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IL_E:ar/y Educational Interention Programs .

These have formedthe-silbstance of oul- discussions dur-
ing the past few days. This is not really my province, which
makes me feel very frge to makebrather categorical state-
ments :

(1) Such programs for success must be acceptable to the 41.,

target population (i.e., they must be relevant, under-
standable, and functional).

(2) They must be practical (i.e., have a reasonable cost-
effectiveness ; whichmay be something of a problem
where the case load is small or the needed auxiliary
facilities lacking),

(3) They must produce tangible results for the child, his
family and the community.

As I judged it the consensus of the conference had'
it that in a poor community where English is not the
pfevailifig language, the child must learn the basics
Of language in his mother tongue. He is dependent
to a very large extent on his family as a language
model.

His mother, therefore, must becbthe the primary
"intervener" in terms of the delivery of language
education. This is the system used successfully in
many areas of Great Britain, where the health visi-
tors teach the mother (in Agnew home) how to
stimulate language development in her hearing-
handicapped infant. Thus, a mother, in one or two
sessions a week, is instructed to be a 24-hour-per-day
therapist. It works pretty well.

Because of language and cultural considerations, thought
should be given to training suitable rfisembe'rs of the "tar-
get" population to be the home visitors,. They would bd
trained by, and under, the supervision of, professionals in
the education of the deaf. In the Martifi Luther King Center
in Baltimore, a center for Black motherland infants, the.
home visitors who- teach mothers in their homes how-to
stimulate the growth and development of their babies are,
themselves from the "target" population. They have proved
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to be more successful teachers than Whites from a different.
cultural background.

When the child is old enough for group experience to be
benefitia14.perhaps 21/4 to 3 years), then attendanCe at a
special nursery center, where amplifying and other equip-
ment and personnel can be efficiently deployed, might be
planned. Transportation would probably sbe. vital. Such .a
center, or centers, might be planned around existing bilin-
gual 'bicultural educational facilities and have university
affiliation. It might sefie the dual purpose of teaching the
hearing-impaired child, his family, and provide Opportunity =

for training personnel and students. It would. provide a
transition into theltonAore formal school .setting. Spanish

,would continue to be. the langtfage taught.
English would be utaught.Only when the children had

established a workable and useful lahguage systemsame-,
where along' in elementary schoolsome severely , handi-
capped children might never leKn English. Iecause of this,
vocational training in.Spanish and suitable job opportuni-
ties would be required for these children.

Such a program .would help to break 'down barriers to
interdisciplinary communication and to cross-cultural, bi-
lingual communication. It would require major input from
the "target"'population. Therefore, if successful, it would
have a high impact not Only on deaf children and their
families, but or all t4 children in the target area.

1.4 Appendix E f

EXCERPTS FROM THE REPORT OF THE
EARLY EDUCATION SECTION

QF THE TASK FORCE
FOR THE KEPZDALL DEMONSTRATION SCHOOL

GALLAUDET COLLEGE:* '

Audrey Ann Sitnmons-Martin, Ed.D.
.telt ,

OBJECTIVES
For the Child

a. Locate the Hi h` Risk children.

j
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b. Diagnose the child and design an individualized pro-
gram.

c. Utilize residual hearing to the maximum.
d. Stimulate cognitive, ability.
e. Utilize the strength and resources within the child, the

family, and his neighborhood.
f. Develop language.

For the Parents or Sutrogate Parents'
a. Provide group opportunitiesfor parent observation.
b. Educate the parents regarding chilegrowth and de-

velopment.
c. Give them knowledge of hearing and the implications

of its deficit.
d. Strengthen parent-chitd interaction.
'e. Help the parents develop language in a stimulating

environment.
*Used by special permission from Thomas R. Behrens, Ph. D.,

Director, Kendall Demonstration Elementary School for the
Deaf.

For the Professional Community
a. Comprehensive early' childhood study of the social, psy-

chological, and linguistic behavior of children.
b. .Relate these findings for educators, physicians, psy-

chologists and audiologists.
c. Develop material for identification of additional prob-

lems, and their relations to hearing impairment.
RATIONALE

The basic assumptions underlying the proposed program are:
a. There is an ideal, if not critical, time for intellectual

growth-and, therefore, langune_learning:- 134th-olo-
gists increasingly b-elieVe ti it the experiences of earli-
est childhood can irreversibl 1 affect intellectual growth
and language acquisition (Hunt, 1961). Hence, it'is
important to insure that the hearing-impaired child it
provided experiences necessary to his development.

b. The hearing-impaired child, like his hearing siblings, is
biologically equipped to learn language, and like them
needs language stimulation (Lenneberg, 1964).
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Since his deficit is one that restricts the range of
auditory perception, the adults in his environment need
to be Shown ways to adapt to the deficiency while at
the same time providing the necessary quantity of
input.

c. All sense perceptionis trained.t as a child,is taught
to look, to feel, to taste, he muso be taught to hear.
Auditory signals, the integral part of spoken language,
must be meaningful to the hearing-impaired child.

Babies need interesting things done to them and op-
portunities to do interesting things that produce in-
teresting results. They need the repeated, intentional
efforts that lead babies to learn new skills (Hunt,
1961).

d. The acquisition of verbal communication is dependent
upon the presence of adults who positively encourage
the child to talk, to learn to label his world, and to
respond verbally to speech of others. Evidence sug-

* gests that the child acquires verbal skills. through his
attempts to respond to the verbal productions of others
and his being rewarded for these efforts rather than
by simply taking in their speech (Gray, 1965). We find
it imperative then to reach 'the adults in the environ-
ment in order that they provide ,the stimulus, the
model, and the reward,

e. Learning verbal communication proceeds in artiorderly
way and it is impOttAnt -that parents learn to.reinforce
the child's efforts at each stage. Beginning with his
earliest vocalizations which need to be shaped, the
hearing child's parents set the 'climate for oral corris-
inunication (Carroll, 1961). So must the parent of the
hearing-impaired child. He too must learn that certain
vocal behavior manipulates people and other behavior
does not. ss

f. All sensory stimulation is part of the environmental
stimulation and is as impollant to the young child as
essential dietary components. Parents need help to
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recognize and seize the opportunities to stimulate the
sense modalities. .

Not receiving as much positive enforcement from
,their hearing-impaired child as fiVrn a hearing child,
parents need support and encouragement.

Parents, like children, bring a wide range of indi-
vidual differences to which teachers must be alert.

"g. A realistic, warm, personal relationship between the
baby and his parents needs to be fostered. Studies have
shown that there is a high correlation between maternal
deprivationthe time it started and the length of time
it lastedand the subsequent damage to the child
(Bowlby, 1961). ;

h. Bowlby's basic conclusion still stands, that if an un-
mothered baby gets a motheranyone to whom he can
form a stable and loving relationshipwithin the first
two years of life, progressive rqtardation of general
development may 1be arrested or reversed. Ainsworth
(1962) believes that it is not possible to reverse im-
pairment to certain. intellectual and emotional proc-
esses which seem to be specifically vulnerable to dis-
turbance during early development. These include
language and abstraction, the ability to establish deep
and meaningful interpers'onal relations, and the ability
to control impulse in the interest of long-rkfige goals.

i. The work with parents is..43.1anned to emphasize items
that.are relevant to the child's ability. There will be no
direct attempt to change the home situation in relation
to the family's economic, social, or emotional problems.
Parents bring these and other problems to the task
'and therefore techniques are to be adjusted to fit the
parent's needs at the moment. _

These assumptions seem valid and appropriate for the devel-
opthent of the early education phase of the Model Elementary

. School.
ORGANIZATION

The model elementary school should direct its focus from
parent, to parent and child, to the child as a person, and finally
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to the child's disability. Each of these stages will be dictated
by the individual needs of the parent and child. However, the
children generally will fall into the following categories:

Group A. High Risk children who range' in age from birth
to 24 monthf. The difficulty of diagnosing deaf-
ness at this stage of development suggests some
will be found to have normal speech and hearing.
They will not remain in the program.

. Others having multiple handicaps, one of which
is hearing impairment, will remain in the pro-
gram for help with language acquisition but will
also be enrolled in the appropriate facility for the
additional handicap if available. _

Follow-up data will be -collected on all of the
children referred to the program regardless of
eventual placement of the children.

Groitp B. These children, will range in age from 24 to 36
mdpths. Again, the'children should be placed in
appropriate facilities at, the earliest possible date. -

-It is anticipated that those children with con--
ductive hearing loss will be integrated into nur-
sery schools with hearing children.

Emphasis of.the instruction is directed to both
the .parentand child in this group.

Group C. Children who range from three to five years of .

age will become the focus of instruction with on-
going .explanation to the parents and continued
opportunity for their participation.

It is anticipated that those children with mild
to moderate hearing losses, will be placed in the
appropriate local facility with hearing children.

Group D. This group includes children from five to eight
years of age. Our experience suggests that the
terminal age may vary for the children served.

Here the disability of the child creates the fo-
cus of attention. This does not mean to say that
there is less concern for the child as a chill;
rather the concern is more intensified and reme-
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diation is pu posefully directed to the aural re-
habilitation aspect.

Since the parents are the first pupils insthAq projected plan,
consideration must-be- given to their needs aN, well as to the
child's. Deafness is more than a medical diagnosis. "It is a
cultural phenomenon in which social, emotional, linguistic, and
intellectual patterns and problems are inextricably bound to-
gether" (Schlesinger & Meadow). It appears therefore, that
parents need emotional support, educational information, op-
portunities to participate'and ventilate with other parents and
directed guidance in interaction with their deaf child and he
with his siblings.

Parents need support and understanding while at the same
time expressing their anxieties, frustrations, or guilt feelings.
According to the studies of Schlesinger & Meadow, mothers of
deaf children were rated as more controlling, more intrusive,
more didactic, less flexible, and less approving or encouraging.
Instead of placing-the burden of inst.' uctiun of the child upon
the parent, rather it is proposed that the thrust of the Kendall
project is to assist the parent in becoming comfortable with
her child. Therefore, opportunities fOr the parent's enjoyment
of her child and his enjoyment of her should abound. Since
these opportunities should be reality-based, the,setting should
be "home-like" because it is in the home that the. child spends
his waking hours.

Coun%ling for the parents should be both direct and one-to-
one as well as in groups where the common denominator is age

tof child or deafness itself. The enti e family complex should
be the recipient of the counseling an I guidanCe.

The goal Of family participation and education is the develop-
ment of mothers, fathers, siblings and grandparents who are
knowledgeable about children, language development, behavior
management, aid- "parenting." Through activities, meetings
and interaction of family, child and professionals, parents gain
the attitudes, insight, understanding and skills needed to 'de-
velop confidence. They acquire competence in assuming re-
sponsibility for a_stimulatinamily life which promotes the
development of communication Akins in the child. The program

)
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should be based on what we can define as the strengths in
well-functioning family life.

A caution must be made to be particularly sensitive to the
varying concepts of what constitutes good family life that
clients will bring to the prograrn, for example, the variations
that may grow out of different ethnic and socio-economic ori-
gins. Of course, the nurture of higher aspirations where indi-
cated will be fostered.

Obviously, .one cannot possibly replicate family life and a
mother_'s care in an outside-the-home setting, but we try to
identify what, a well-functioning family gives its children that
helps them develop satisfactorily and provide those experiences
in what depth is feasible.

Parents participate, according to individual need, in the coun-
seling, guidance and educational 'program that includes group
discussion of : 1) parental feelings, 2) reactions to the child's
handicap(s) and to the resulting treatment of the handicap,

3) the auditory defect and its implications for training residual
hearing, 4) child management, 5) the communication process
and language growth, and 6) Physical, social; emotional, in-
tellectual characteristics of preschool children.

Group meetings can,be helpful to parents learning about
the growth and development of children. Parents also learn
that other parents have similar problems and ways to solve
their problems. The program should offer opportunitiesfor
parents to plan their meetings. The interests of parents and
the kinds of information they feel they need to fulfill their
parental role determine the kinds of meetings. '

Undergirding parent education are some basic principles.
1. Parents are able to learn.

New ideas to the parents can be combined with informa-
tion they share with each other.

2. Parents want to learn,
The growth and deVeloimenf of the young child is of
particular interest to them. This content can be divided
into many study topics.

3. Parents learn WI-lent-they are interested.



If they select their topics and activities, they will be
more interested in learning.

4. Parents remember what they learn,when they need the
information.

-A recent situation they have experienced will be Ognifi-
cant to ttem in building a positive relationship with their
4child. They can then use what they learn.

5. Parents learn best ,when they are free to respond to a
situation in their own way. -
Each parent makes his own decisions the basis of com-
ments from a group leader and from other parents.

6. Parents have an emotional experience as well as an in-
tellectual one at a group meeting.
Feelings are a part of ehch relationship. Parents must
feel free to express 'their feelings. the group leader helps
the group keep a balance of facts and feelings.

7. Parents learn from each other.
Parents should feel free to discuss what they know, hoW
they feel, and what they want to know. A group leader
will emphasize the important points they express and
add information they do not have.

8. Parents will have a basis for changing some approadhes.
A series of meetings will help parents discuss, take time
to consider, and solve some problems in their family re-
lationships. The leader can suggest ways of applying new
ideas.

9. Each parer k learns in his own way. ,

Parents leari in different Ways. The group and its leader
,allow each parent to accept or reject ideas and to discuss
or listen in his own way and at his time. Each person's
way of learning is accepted.

(Schmidt, 1971)
While parents are the key to the early identification and

early management program, their growth and development can-
not be capsuled into a set of a given number of meetings, les-,
sons,. lectures, or experiences. The frequency and depth of
counseling sessions and parent meetings vary with each case.
For some cases it may mean a weekly session, with a teacher
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and/or a social worker plus group meetings, for others it may
mean comprehensive care of the child for the parent, and for
still others a parent "live-in" arrangement might be desirable.
Nevertheless, the outcomes to be spught are confident handling
of his deaf child by an informed parent who seizes every op-'
portunity to develop the child's language, and hence increase

. his cognitive ability.

THE FACILITIES
The facility needs .will vary dependent upon factors such as

needs of the 'parent, age of the child, and place of residence.
Group A, .

Ideally, the youngest group of children should remain in
their own home and make only weekly visits to Kendall School
with their par nts. However, what evidence there is (Johns
Hopkins Collaboi tive Perinatal Study) indicates the incidence
of sensori-neura 1 ss is as great in the "inner-city" population
as in subbia. T erefore, the concept of ideal may have to be
revised to accommodate to those children whose constant en-
vironment differs from the "norm."

It sh'ould be noted, /however, that-the socio-economic environ-
ment has a reverse effect upon parental reaction. It was Meat
dow and Meadow who reported the followjng:

The social and economic status of the parents of a handi-
capped child has a far reaching effect on both their initial
and their long-term response to clispibility. For example,
the higher the social and occupational level of the family,
the higher are the expectations for. comparable achieve-
ment ,by their children and the garter their disappoint-
ment with a child who is incapable of realizing their hopes.

Nevertheless, in a society where upward mobility and occu-
pational- economic achievement are imporiant, it is entirely
possible that both parents, if there are two parents, are em-
ployed, hence unable to attend Kendall on a regular basis.

It Would seart advisable then to plan facilities for Group A,
children vThich-could do one of several things:
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a. Be on the grounds and parents or surrogate parents
tome in'on a regular basis.

' b. jOffer comprehensive care while the parents work.
c. Make weekly rounds to the community center near the

'parents home where parent or live.rogat arent attend.
d., Offer "live-in" opportunities periodica for parents

or surrogate parents.
e. Send counselor,' teachers today care center wheriild

oa might be enrolled. ti

For the parents of all children there should be facilities for
Small meetings with the social worker or clinical psychologists
which would reflect the confidential nature of the meeting and
would contribute to putting the parent at ease.

Additionally, rooms large enough to accommodate to all the
parents but flexible enough to create warmth for only a few
need to be provided for the group meetings. These groups might
at one time be only the parents of children M Groups A or B,
etc., or they may include parents and families from all four
age groups.
\The needs for parents of Groups B through D remain about

the same as described for the yotingest group but the children's
needs must be considered.
Group B

For Group B (24 -36 months) classes will be brief and only
weekly. It is entirely possible that a "wing" of the nursery
school coul be freed for th ne or so hours per Week those
children wo Id be there. Ho ever, the situation refers to the
"ideal." Alternatives should also be planned, whereby these
children would have some group experiences. Herein ,

dangerous possibility and that is that the cliild may be too
readily put into a group situation. As Papousek (1971) pointed
out, that "in comparison with children brought up at home, the
children in day-care centers usually show delays in the develop-
ment ,of speecir, oculomotor coordination, and social behavior,
although in somatic and motor development they are equal or
slightly better than chi dren in families." He does continue
that It is very difficult differentiate the effects of hisuffi-,
cient rearing cond.itions fr m the effetts of increased morbidity .
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in da are centers, usually reported to be twice as high as in
familie

Therefo e, if the option is'for comprehensive care, caution
must be e ended to see that warm and maternal Input is pro-
vided by he caretaker. Furthermore, the large portion of the
day, the caretaker is free to relate on a one-to-one basis, with
the infant. Hence it is, possible that the surrogate mother
might be responsible for a family-like grouping where the older
children are in classes for part' or all of the day.
`Group C

For children 36-48 Months cjasses should be held for three
hours per day at least twice a week. As the child matures and
can be separated happily firm his family the classes should

The five days per week:
Content of the classes should focus .on language growth

through chgnitively directed activities as described above. Ex;
periences Which form the basis for language input and dis-
cussion occur constantly and the environment becomes
part of his curriculum. \

Parents should be provided opporticto observe the
classes and the group discussions can center: upon the needs of
the children as class members. _There may be parents who may
continue to need structures as described above to function:
That being the case, the structure would of course be planned
to meet individual needs.

(Group D '.`
Children five years and above should be 'moving into a full

day program for the entire week 4ind the curriculum should
continue to be experiential, but the concerns new focus on the
phenomena of the world ratherAhan the here and now of the
younger child's world. Full use of audition must continue and
the other disabilities should receive inclividualattenti,pn as diag-
nostic teaching indicates. For example, some of th&children
with short attention span may benefit from behavior Modifi-
cation techniques. ,Some of the children with limited cognitive
ability may need smaller increments with much repetition. At
no time should the individual child be sacrificed for the group;
however, groups of three and four children from classesie
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seven contribute to child learni peer pressure and
motivation. Hance, teacter aides should be an integral p4rf of
each class grouping through early primary level.

Parents must continue to attend at least monthly sessions
and discussions can focus on the child's-needs at the time:

SUMMARY
Early identification must lean to early intervention which

provioes early amplifkation for the child and develops parent-
ChildThiteraction7 Parent interaction is the result of the pa-
rents' obtapi'ng emotional support, being educated regarding
the child's handicapping condition, and then being given op:-
portunities to participate with other parents and with his own
child. It is the _unique opportunities for the young hearing-
impaired .child's learning which arise in the informat'home
.settings that must be cap24d.

Once the child is in pr chool the environment needs to be
structured for the optimum in logical, physical, social and lin--
guistic knowledge acquisition. While language development
is the major goal in education of a hearing-impaired child, it is
not the source of concept attailiment. Concepts are the sub-
stance of language and as such must constantly be struAured.

k
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